
Norwalk Northwest Planning  

Summary of Public Engagement Activities 



Summary of Public Engagement Tools and Report Inclusions 

The consulting team of MSA Professional Services, Inc. and Marvin Planning Consultants, Inc. 
were hired to assist the City of Norwalk’s Community Development Department with gathering 
public comments on the future land use planning for a defined study area located northwest of 
Lake Colchester.  The consultant team’s role was to prepare project website, create and online 
survey and facilitate a public meeting. 

The following were the key engagement techniques and timeframe for the project: 
• The project website and online survey as well as a ESRI Story Map providing a NW Study 

Area Informative Tour were advertised to the public on October 18th, 2017. 
• The project website and ESRI Story Map are available for review at 

norwalknwplanning.com.    
• The project website, ESRI Story Map and the online survey began to see traffic and collect 

data on October 19th, 2017.   
• A public meeting was held at the Norwalk Eastview 8/9 School on October 26th, 2017 at 6:00pm. 
• The online survey was open through November 9th, 2017.  

This Report included the following elements: 

• Summary of the Online Survey Results   Page 2      
• Comments from the Project Website    Page 4 
• Comments Received via Email    Page 5 
• Summary of Public Meeting Feedback   Page 10 
• Recommendations      Page 11 

 
• Appendix A: PDF of the Project Website   Page 12    
• Appendix B: Full Copy of the Online Survey   Page 16 
• Appendix C: Full Results from the Online Survey  Page 23 
• Appendix D: Screenshots of the ESRI Story Map  Page 28 
• Appendix E: Public Meeting PowerPoint Presentation Page 30 

 

Also included is a brief summary of all feedback and recommendations on how to proceed with 
amending the current zoning map and future land use map for the study area based on a 
review of feedback received.  
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Summary of the Online Survey Results 

The public engagement strategy included an online survey that was open for collection from 
October 18th – November 9, 2017 and 149 people participated in the survey during that period. 

The online survey began with included a brief narrative about the inconsistencies between the 
current Future Land Use Map and the Zoning Map.  The narrative was followed by two 
questions about the appropriateness of different future land uses in the study area. 

 Question #1 addressed the portion of the study area along 50th Street. 
 

 
 
Question #1: The blue-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the Study Area 
that is in Sub Area 2 of the current Future Land Use Map for the City of Norwalk. Over the next 
20yrs; what types of development do you feel are appropriate for the blue-hatched area above? 
 

 
 
60% of the survey respondents saw Medium-Sized “Big Box Stores” as appropriate uses for the 
blue-hatched area along 50th Street. 43% saw townhomes as appropriate uses and 53% saw 
Multi-Family Dwellings as inappropriate. A majority of the written comments focused on a need 
for more commercial opportunities in the area and taking advantage of the connection 
between 50th Street and Highway 5 for commercial growth. 
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Question #2 addressed the portion of the study area northwest of the North Shore PUD 
 

  
 
Question #2: The black-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the Study Area 
that is currently designated as LDR - Low Density Residential in the City's Future Land Use Map 
for the City of Norwalk. This area's current zoning is a mix of Industrial Commerce, Professional 
Commerce and Single Family Residential. What type or types of future development do you feel 
are appropriate for the black-hatched area in the image above? 
 

 
 
51% of the survey respondents saw Low Density Residential as an appropriate use for the black-
hatched portion of the study area. 58% saw Intermixed Commercial, Residential and 
Professional Uses as appropriate uses and 47% saw Intermixed Industrial, Commercial and 
Professional Uses as appropriate. A majority of the written comments focused on further 
explaining the reasons for or against the development uses outline in the question.  
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Comments from the Project Website  (norwalknwplanning.com) Comment 
Forms: 

• “Based on the Birdseye view and not being able to see from a street view, I think it would 
be a great residential plat because I believe Lake Colchester is down in a valley from the 
proposed plat, it would provide a very nice view for the homes facing north.” 

• “Making that side of the lake residential you take away open fishing isolating the lake to 
boat fishing only, the beach and marina. More residential means more taxes for the guy 
who plans to live here, as Norwalk will no doubt offer tax abatement for new construction 
buyers. We need commercial activity as it will assist the tax payer, generate revenue for the 
city and create a better balance. Lately, I have not been real pleased with the decision 
makers this city has. They don't exactly make decisions on what's better for the city (turn 
down a rec center and want to build a ninja warrior park something rather- point made end 
of rant). I live in a $150k house and my taxes over $3k is ridiculous. Hopefully this comment 
is read and taken into consideration. This city needs to quit selling out to residential and 
start creating some commercial activity to get restaurants and other business out here and 
allow them to thrive. Most restaurants struggle as no jobs in Norwalk for a real lunch rush. 
They are forced to thrive on 5p-9p business activity.” 

• “Could a bike trail to connect with the Great Western trail be integrated into this plan? 
Thank you for your consideration.” 

• “Will green infrastructure and other low impact development practices be incorporated for 
both commercial as well as residential development (i.e. including raingardens, permeable 
paving, bioretention cells, bioswales, etc)? Not only to keep/treat stormwater onsite, but 
also so that water quality in Lake Colchester is not further degraded. Additionally, the north 
side of the lake is highly visible along the bypass and could be an excellent opportunity to 
showcase 'thoughtful', 'green' development as well as being a positive, forward-thinking 
marketing tool for the community.” 
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Comments Received via Email  
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From: Luke Parris
To: Chris Janson
Subject: Fwd: Norwalk Property Land Use
Date: Monday, November 6, 2017 11:54:43 AM

Chris,

Wanted to forward this email along for inclusion in any comments regarding the Northwest
Planning input.

norwalk logo.jpg
Luke Parris, AICP
Community Development Director

city of norwalk  705 north avenue  norwalk, iowa 50211
cell 309.721.4637 office 515.981.9530
www.norwalk.iowa.gov

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Charles Stellar Food Dist. Inc. <csfd@msn.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 30, 2017 at 12:06 PM
Subject: Re: Norwalk Property Land Use
To: Luke Parris <lparris@norwalk.iowa.gov>, Hollie Askey <haskey@norwalk.iowa.gov>,
Jason Lozano <jlozano@iowarealtycommercial.com>, Kevin Crowley
<kcrowley@iowarealtycommercial.com>, john stark <john@iowarealty.com>

Good afternoon Luke. Let me first say it was a real pleasure to meet you last Thursday
evening. I felt that the meeting was very informative and answered a lot of questions. I think it
was made very clear by most in attendance, that the 60 or so acres that are owned by my
family trust and currently zoned for industrial, is not zoned to the liking of most in attendance.
I would agree that one would not want a chemical plant and or a meat packing plant there, or
something along those lines. But with the proximity to hwy 5 and hwy 28, I do not feel that
these 60 acres should be limited to purely residential.  As we spoke on the phone awhile ago, I
feel there are many options for this, such as lite commercial and or warehouse space along
with residential. What is most important to me my family and the city of Norwalk, is to zone
this with what is best for everyone. Again was a pleasure meeting you. Hope this can be done
soon so my agents can market accordingly.

Timothy E. Stark
President
Charles Stellar Food Distributors
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From: Christopher Shires
To: Chris Janson; Keith Marvin
Cc: Luke Parris
Subject: Norwalk Northwest Land Use Planning - Comments
Date: Monday, October 30, 2017 10:57:16 AM
Attachments: image107388.png

Dear Mr. Janson and Mr. Marvin,
 
In follow-up to the discussion at last Thursday’s public engagement meeting, thank you for giving me
an opportunity to comment on the appropriate land use and zoning for the Stark and surrounding
properties.  As you know, I have been providing planning services to the North Shore property
owners and on their behalf I am providing to you my comments and professional opinion for your
consideration and inclusion in the report to the Norwalk Planning Commission and City Council.
 
An industrial land use designation (Commercial/Industrial Flex) and related zoning industrial type
zoning (such as Industrial Commerce - IC or General Industrial - M-1), is not appropriate for the Stark
and surrounding properties based on the following points that are typically considered by planning
professionals when determining the highest and best use of a given parcel of land. 
 

1. Physical Characteristics of the Land – Industrial users desire flat land in which to construct
large, single-level buildings (such as for warehouses and similar uses) typically served by large
parking lots and loading areas.  Contrary to this requirement, this site contains significant
topography and drainageways and, if developed with industrial uses, will require major
grading and construction of large drainage structures in which to create large, flat industrial
building sites. 

 
Due to its land form, this area of Norwalk has historically contained numerous wetlands and
drainageways that are consider Water of the U.S.  Disturbance of these wetlands and
drainageways, as is typical on sites requiring major grading, will require prior regulatory
permitting and mitigation both at significant cost and time.
 
Industrial uses tend to have much higher percentage of their lot area covered by buildings
and parking lots than do other uses, such as single-family neighborhoods, thereby greatly
increasing the volume of storm water that must be managed and detained.  Consequently,
these areas require significantly greater storm water management and detention facilities in
which to manage the storm water run-off from the building roofs and parking and loading
areas in order the reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to downstream properties, and
creating new sediment issues for nearby Lake Colchester.

 
2. Physical Location of the Land – Industrial users desire direct and easy access to major

highways for obvious economic reasons.  The subject site has no direct access to Highway 5 or
Highway 28 requiring instead indirect circulation through the City of West Des Moines to the
Veterans Parkway interchange or travel directly through North Shore, a planned, high-end
development to the east, to connect to Highway 28.  Industrial traffic to the east along the
planned County Line Road extension will negatively impact the North Shore project by running
industrial traffic through the North Shore residential neighborhood.  

 

Only the northwest portion of the subject area, the area generally fronting along 50th

Avenue, has access to sanitary sewer service.   The land to the east will require several sewer
extensions to the south through adjoining properties.  If developed industrially, this land use
will be incompatible with the low density residential land use and zoning designations of the
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North Shore to the south, and coordination and timing of necessary sanitary sewer service
extensions will be challenging and problematic.  Additionally, it could likely require
significant subsidy from the City of Norwalk.
 

3. Impact on Adjoining Properties and the City – The rezoning or development of any property
should consider the impact on the adjoining properties (both developed and undeveloped). 

 
Industrial is not a land use that is ever considered appropriate near or adjacent to existing or
planned residential development.  In this particular situation, both the planned North Shore
development and the existing Lakewood residential community are adjacent to and in close
proximity to the subject property.  Development of this area with industrial uses will
negatively impact the value and timing of the development of North Shore (reducing the
value and slowing or stopping the anticipated generation of new property tax revenue for
the City) and may hurt the resale value and property taxes generated by Lakewood, further
reducing City tax revenues. 

 

50th Avenue will serve as an important access to Norwalk.  As soon as the commercially

designated areas of Highway 28 in Norwalk are built-out, 50th Avenue will be the last area
available in the community for retail growth.  Significant retail growth is likely to occur along

50th Avenue at some point in the future when Norwalk’s population reaches a critical mass. 
Developing all or a portion of the subject property with industrial uses will limit and detract

from 50th Street serving as the next retail corridor for the City. 
 
In conclusion, it is my professional opinion that the Stark and adjoining properties are not
appropriate to develop with industrial uses as the area does not have the physical characteristics
required by developers for industrial uses, it is not in an appropriate location to accommodate and
service industrial development, and will have far too great of a negative impact on the adjoining
property owners, existing residential neighborhoods, and the City as a whole.  Furthermore,

commercial and office uses should only be focused along 50th Avenue where such uses will be most
viable.  I further encourage, and on behalf of the North Shore property owners, we request, the City
rezone the parcels within the subject area to be consistent with the adopted 2016 Future Land Use
Map from the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions and thank you again for allowing us to provide to
you our input and comments.
 
Sincerely,
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Summary of Public Meeting Feedback 

A public meeting was held at Norwalk Eastview 8/9 School on October 26th, 2017 at 6:00pm. 
The meeting was well attended and began with 10 minutes to review printed maps and 
materials.  City Staff and the consultant team then gave a 20-minute presentation including a 
background on future land use planning, a brief history of land use planning for the study area, 
and an overview of the current zoning of the study area. The presentation was followed by 
discussion, questions and comments from attendees. 

Issues discussed at the meeting included the following: 

• The planning and construction of future roads in the North Shore PUD and access 
to/from HWY 5 will have a major impact on the development of the land in the Study 
Area. Overall, without knowing how the North Shore PUD development would connect 
to 50th Street, County Line Road and HWY 5 interchange it is difficult to visualize future 
land uses in the Study Area would interact with one another and those of North Shore. 

• Low density residential development, as shown on the existing Future Land Use Map, 
would be a better fit for the area adjacent to the North Shore PUD.  

• The topography of the site poses some significant challenges to the development of the 
study area. 

• The impact of development within the study area could have a negative impact on the 
water quality of Lake Colchester. 

• The 50th Street corridor, with direct access to HWY 5, would support more intense 
commercial, professional and residential uses.  
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Recommendations 

The current zoning for the Study Area identifies uses that are not compatible with the identified 
future land use designation in the Future Land Use Map. For the Study Area, the zoning for 
Industrial Commerce (IC) and Professional Commerce (PC) is not aligned with the future land 
use designation of Low Density Residential (LDR) in the eastern portion of the Study Area.  
 
The goal of this project was to engage the community and property owners and determine if 
the current future land use designation is preferred or if there is a different option. Based on all 
of the feedback from the website, survey, email and public meeting there is not a clear 
consensus of what are the preferred future land uses for the Study Area.   
 
Overall, the issue of connectivity between the North Shore PUD and 50th Street and the 
Highway 5 interchange at 50th Street poses a major impact on how the land within the Study 
Area will develop. The western portion of the Study Area is identified as Sub Area 2 in the 
current Future Land Use Plan. Sub Area 2 provides for a mix of uses, from "big box" retail 
opportunities to a variety of housing products. The 50th Avenue corridor centered in the Sub 
Area 2 is currently envisioned as a second commercial corridor with access to Iowa 5 via the 
Maffitt Lake Road extension and Veteran's Parkway interchange.  
 
Based on the public feedback from this project, the purpose of Sub Area 2 in the current Future 
Land Use Plan, and the uncertainty of road connectivity between the North Shore PUD and 50th 
Street we have the following recommendations for addressing the issue on incompatibility 
between the existing Future Land Use Plan and current zoning of the Study Area: 
 

1. Amend the Future Land Use Plan by increasing the size of Sub Area 2 to include the 
entire Study Area. 

2. Amend the official Zoning Map to rezone all of the property within the Study Area as A-R 
Agricultural Reserve 

 
Recommendation #1 would require the area be planned and ultimately developed through a 
process where potential developers propose a plan for the development for the Study Area.  
The potential developers would work with the City to reach an agreement on how to develop 
the property within Sub Area 2 based on the proposed plan for development.  The 
development plan and agreement would address how proposed land uses, utilities, drainage 
and roadways/connection work within the Study Area and with surrounding properties. 
 
Recommendation #2 would expand the current A-R zoning existing within Sub Area 2, along 
50th Street, to include the remainder of the Study Area. A-R is one of the least intense zoning 
classifications within Norwalk’s Zoning Code.  In addition, most of the property in the Study 
Area is currently farmed and a rezoning to A-R would allow this current use of the property to 
continue unhindered. Any request for intensification of use within the revised Sub Area 2, 
beyond those uses allowed by right in the A-R, would require potential development to address 
the requirements and process outlined in the Future Land Use Plan for Sub Area 2.  
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Appendix A: PDF of the Project Website 
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Information and an opportunity to provide feedback for the future land use on the northwest shore

of Lake Colchester

NW Future Land Use Planning

Welcome to the project website that will assist with the Fall 2017 effort to explore and plan for future land

use for the area on the northwest shore of Lake Colchester in Norwalk, Iowa.

Click here to start a tour of the Study Area

Click here to take the Online Survey

A Public Meeting was held  on October 26th, 2017 at 6:00 pm at Norwalk Eastview 8/9 School, 1600 North

Avenue, Norwalk, IA 50211.  A PDF copy of the PowerPoint from that meeting is available by clicking on

the link below:

MENU

Norwalk Northwest Land Use Planning Public Engagement

Follow
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Click here to view the Public Meeting Presentation

Please feel free to follow this site by entering your email under “Follow Project via Email”.  As a

follower of this project site you will receive an email when new content is posted.

Comments or Questions?

Share this:

Twitter Facebook 34 Google

Advertisements

  

Follow Project via Email

Enter your email address to follow this project and receive notifications of new posts by email.

Join 15 other followers
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WORDPRESS.COM.

Project Contacts

 

Luke Parris, AICP

Community Development Director, City of Norwalk

http://www.norwalk.iowa.gov/

515.981.9530

 

Christopher Janson, AICP

Project Manager, MSA Professional Services, Inc.

Email Chris

515.635.3401
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Appendix B: Full Copy of the Online Survey 
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Study Area Background Information

Norwalk Northwest Future Land Use Planning Survey - Fall 2017Norwalk Northwest Future Land Use Planning Survey - Fall 2017

Welcome and thank you in advance for taking the time to complete this survey for the Norwalk Northwest

Future Land Use Planning exercise. The Study Area for this exercise is outlined in magenta in the

image below.

If you would like some more background on the project and have not viewed the online "Study Area

Informative Tour" - please consider doing that prior to taking this survey by following this link NW StudyNW Study

Area Informative TourArea Informative Tour

1 
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Below is an image showing the current Future Land Use Plan for the Study Area, located just

west/northwest of the North Shore development (PUD) - on the northwest edge of Lake Colchester in

Norwalk, Iowa. The western portion of the Study Area is identified as Sub Area 2, which provides for a mix

of uses, from "big box" retail opportunities to a variety of housing products.  The 50th Avenue corridor

centered in the Sub Area 2 is currently envisioned as a second commercial corridor with access to Iowa 5

via the Maffit Lake Road extension and Veteran's Parkway interchange.  The remainder of the Study Area

has been identified as Low Density Residential, which would allow for traditional single-family

development.

2 
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Below is a portion of the current Zoning Map for the City of Norwalk. The Study Area was zoned in the late

90s to early 2000s with the following:

IC Industrial Commerce - allows for light manufacturing and warehousing (similar to Capital City Fruit)

PC Professional Commerce - allows for corporate campuses and office buildings

A-R Agricultural Reserve - allows for farming operations

R-1(60) Single Family Residential - allowing for traditional single family neighborhoods

* Note: The current zoning for the Study Area identifies uses that are not compatible with the identified future land use designations.

3 
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Study Area Future Land Use Preferences

Norwalk Northwest Future Land Use Planning Survey - Fall 2017Norwalk Northwest Future Land Use Planning Survey - Fall 2017

4 
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Very

Inappropriate

Somewhat

Inappropriate Neutral

Somewhat

Appropriate Very appropriate

Medium-Sized "Big

Box" Stores

Professional

Offices

Townhomes

Multi-Family

Dwellings

Comments

1. The blue-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the Study Area that is in Sub Area

2 of the current Future Land Use Map for the City of Norwalk. Over the next 20yrs; what types of

development do you feel are appropriate for the blue-hatched area above?
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Very

Inappropriate Somewhat Inappropriate Neutral

Somewhat

Appropriate

Very

appropriate

Low Density

Residential

Development

Intermixed

Commercial,

Residential and

Professional

Uses

Intermixed

Industrial,

Commercial and

Professional

Uses

Other

Please identify what other type of land use you scored as "Other" above.

2. The black-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the Study Area that is currently

designated as LDRLDR - Low Density Residential in the City's Future Land Use Map for the City of

Norwalk.  This area's current zoning is a mix of Industrial Commerce, Professional Commerce  and 

Single Family Residential.  What type or types of future development do you feel are appropriate for

the black-hatched area in the image above?
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Appendix C: Full Results from the Online Survey 
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Q1 The blue-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the
Study Area that is in Sub Area 2 of the current Future Land Use Map for
the City of Norwalk. Over the next 20yrs; what types of development do

you feel are appropriate for the blue-hatched area above?
Answered: 148 Skipped: 1

20%
29

10%
14

11%
16

31%
46

29%
42

 
147

 
3.39

10%
14

11%
16

17%
25

31%
46

31%
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3.64

23%
34

14%
21

19%
27

26%
38

17%
25

 
145

 
2.99

34%
50

19%
28

18%
26

18%
27

10%
15

 
146

 
2.51

# COMMENTS DATE

1 Please dont let out town become Ankeny or Waukee buried in hideous apartments and
townhomes.

11/3/2017 12:13 PM

2 The corridor lacks Highway 5 direct access to properly serve/develop retail/office along this
corridor. Also not a good area for IC as there is a lack of access to the bypass.

11/2/2017 9:07 AM

3 Norwalk is getting too big! 10/30/2017 8:24 PM

4 No more housing! Anything but housing! 10/30/2017 3:27 PM

5 SF seems most appropriate there or quick retail in the northern portion 10/30/2017 3:12 PM
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Norwalk Northwest Future Land Use Planning Survey - Fall 2017
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6 I think the city really missed the big picture and driving point for this meeting (at Eastview)! I just
drove the Maffitt Lake Road extension to 50th Street - obviously all well planned by West Des
Moines since intersection approaches and turn lanes part of the new street. Why wouldn't us
Lakewood people appose industrial/big commercial in the study area. But, I believe many of us
are business people so if WDM is kind enough to extend ML Road and basically tell Norwalk "Here
is a major road we are pointing at you and we have light commercial envisioned for this road" -
why wasn't the meeting more about connecting to that road including plans for North Shore and
how the City of Norwalk could gain commercial tax base from light commercial. It seems like a
huge oversight to me and almost like a wasted meeting now. What if WDM had planned a car race
track on other side of 50th Street and we were all cheering for residential zoning on our side of
50th?? Boy, we would have looked stupid. The metro must flow together as a whole. I agree the
study area should not include IC or PC zoning but maybe part 2 of the big picture should be how
can Norwalk North Shore in agreement with City of Norwalk planning take advantage of the Moffitt
Lake Road extension. I had to ask a couple times to get the WDM future plan displayed (at the
end) and I don't think anybody else even saw the plan. I am starting to wonder if North Shore
developers even cared about connecting old Army Post/Echo Valley Road. Seems to be that main
corridor should have been the starting point for all development up there. Somehow WDM was
able to finance their part of the road without development in place, why can't we.

10/28/2017 2:41 PM

7 Need entertainment venues-bowling,theater,bike paths,restaurants 10/24/2017 6:51 PM

8 There should be commercial businesses that will draw traffic off bypass into Norwalk. 10/24/2017 6:30 PM

9 this area needs to stay single family homes 10/24/2017 6:01 PM

10 Pretty nice views of farmland and on the way to Maffit shouldn't hide behind apartments 10/24/2017 5:02 PM

11 Do not want to see any new housing development. Would like to see more options for businesses,
restaurants.There are not enough options for that here in Norwalk.

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

12 No residential. Need commercial activity. Basically any residential suggestions I am not in favor.
Any question going forward in this survey with residential mentioned with commercial will be
inappropriate as I am not in favor for residential anything.

10/24/2017 3:40 PM

13 The Northern part of this section could assumedely be utilized for some type of commercial
applications, however, the Southern part Definitelty needs to remain residential in order to fit in
with the surroundings and the developments around/by the lake.

10/24/2017 2:34 PM

14 Norwalk infastructure cannot support all the new housing development that we currently have. We
are having to build more schools to accommodate the families moving to the community now.
Norwalk used to be a nice bedroom community. We do to want to be like Waukee, Johnston and
Ankeny.lop

10/24/2017 1:07 PM

15 Regardless of land use, I'd like to see the area incorporate "green" development. It's forward
thinking highly visible from bypass, but also using green infrastructure and low impact
development (particularly with regard to stormwater management) will keep water quality in Lake
Colchester from further degrading

10/24/2017 11:08 AM

16 Proximity to WDM may reduce the likelihood of "Box stores" choosing that area. A professional
business office park with eventual ancillary businesses seems to be a nice fit.

10/24/2017 11:07 AM

17 The only issue I have with residential areas in that location is I would hate to loose their spending
dollars to WDM/DM since most "Norwalk Services" will be further away. Hopefully development
and family services (food, gas, etc.) will be close enough to keep their spending dollars in Norwalk.

10/20/2017 1:15 PM

18 The area adjacent to HWY 5 IS THE BEST AREA in town to put the badly needed commercial
properties. It is already zone for this. No need to change it.

10/20/2017 10:33 AM

19 Thinking a restaurat/bar that could overlook the lake, perhaps have the patio/deck back up to the
lakeside. In addition have a bike trail that would run through the development along the lake and
connect with the great western trail. Some professional offices in this area and maybe a small
strip/ market place. Perhaps bike store or a recreation rental establishment,specialty shop of some
sort,etc.not specific to sub area 2 but could work for black crisscrossed area LEE as well.

10/19/2017 3:37 PM

20 Hy-Vee, Wal-Mart (Market), Walgreens, CVS, more sit down restaurant options, City recreational
center like the Y or a city water park

10/19/2017 3:18 PM

21 We need businesses that will pay taxes and lower the overly high residential property taxes which
keep people from moving here

10/19/2017 3:03 PM
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Q2 The black-hatched area in the image above outlines the portion of the
Study Area that is currently designated as LDR - Low Density Residential

in the City's Future Land Use Map for the City of Norwalk.  This area's
current zoning is a mix of Industrial Commerce, Professional Commerce 
and  Single Family Residential.  What type or types of future development

do you feel are appropriate for the black-hatched area in the image
above?

Answered: 148 Skipped: 1
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# PLEASE IDENTIFY WHAT OTHER TYPE OF LAND USE YOU SCORED AS "OTHER" ABOVE. DATE

1 Restaurants other than fast food would be nice in norwalk 11/4/2017 1:48 PM

2 Parks and low density commercial. 11/3/2017 12:13 PM
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3 While the LDR might make sense given it surroundings, LDR next to a highway sounds wrong. A
HDR/MDR type of application seems more appropriate for this location. If access is improved,
maybe mixed use types of development, but I do not foresee the access being solved.

11/2/2017 9:07 AM

4 Apartments 11/1/2017 2:29 PM

5 Norwalk is getting too big! Was a resident for three years because we loved the size of community
- growing too much so we moved. Not a fan!!!

10/30/2017 8:24 PM

6 Additional Recreation area would be acceptable. 10/30/2017 10:44 AM

7 definition should come from survey not respondent 10/29/2017 3:46 PM

8 Other meaning anything other than residential development. 10/27/2017 1:06 PM

9 Norwalk NEEDS to be connected to the mainstream bike trails. This will allow bike traffic to come
and out of town.

10/25/2017 2:31 PM

10 Norwalk has TWO roads! Keep building and population grows and the roads we have will fall
apart, worse than they are now, and it will become gridlocked. Work on infrastructure before
building more residential! Schools are already at max capacity!

10/25/2017 7:28 AM

11 Parks, community center, bike paths, restaurants, entertainment district, 10/24/2017 6:51 PM

12 Stay single family homes. 10/24/2017 6:01 PM

13 Walking path, nicer restaurant chain (think Jordan creek restaurants/lake area)) 10/24/2017 5:02 PM

14 Anything residential I am not for. 10/24/2017 3:41 PM

15 Residential anything is inappropriate. 10/24/2017 3:40 PM

16 Since this land is rigbt off Highway 5, I could see it being utilized as light commercial property. 10/24/2017 2:34 PM

17 Green development/open space. It would be great for businesses or homes on the north side of
the lake to have an open space for recreation/activity.

10/24/2017 11:08 AM

18 LDR in that area, though convenient, doesn't seem as desirable along the interstate. 10/24/2017 11:07 AM

19 Singke dwelling homes 10/24/2017 10:56 AM

20 you as a city have to realize that you have let residential development occur in every place
currently that would have been great for commercial growth. (along sunset and north avenues) you
have left no room for commercial growth in Norwalk. The only place left is the corridor by hwy 5.
you need to stop being short sighted and going for residential and be patient for commercial to
come. By the time the city is big enough to attract commercial business there is going to be no
areas left to build that are convenient to the citizens of Norwalk. They can already get to southside
and west side in 10 minutes. Very poor planning from the city for all these years. Pretty soon
houses will fill the area between Norwalk and cumming and that opportunity will be gone as well.

10/24/2017 10:43 AM

21 Amazon 10/24/2017 5:27 AM

22 farm land and open space 10/23/2017 2:03 PM

23 I see no black hatched area 10/20/2017 2:46 PM

24 Why put more houses in the place that has the best exposure to the highway? That makes no
sense. How did the future land use plan get different than the Zoning. Why wasnt the future land
use plan modeled after the zoning already in place?

10/20/2017 10:33 AM

25 The inter mix would provide a smoother transition to sub 2 area. 10/19/2017 3:37 PM

26 Distribution centers would be a great way to help lower our crazy city taxes. 10/19/2017 3:18 PM
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Appendix D: Screenshots of the NW Study Area Informative Tour - ESRI Story 
MAP of the NW Study Area Informative Tour - ESRI Story MAP 

Below are screenshots of the four pages that make up the NW Study Area Informative Tour.  
The tour is available at norwalknwplanning.com 
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Appendix E: Public Meeting PowerPoint Presentation 
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11/13/2017

1

Tonight’s Meeting Schedule:

• Take 10‐15min to View Maps and Ask Questions

• 15min Presentation

• 15‐30min Workshop for Comments, Edit Maps and Ask 
Questions

Northwest Future Land Use Planning Public Meeting – October 26, 2017

Northwest Future Land Use Planning Public Meeting – October 26, 2017
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11/13/2017

2

Meeting Agenda

• Introductions
• Why Plan?
• History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area
• Current Zoning of the Study Area
• “Why am I here?”

Keith Marvin, AICPChris Janson, AICP 
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3

norwalknwplanning.com

Phone & TabletDesktop & Laptop

Meeting Agenda

• Introductions
• Why Plan?
• History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area
• Current Zoning of the Study Area
• “Why am I here?”
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4

Why Plan?

• It is important for community residents and leaders to understand that  planning 
is important and has an impact on Quality of Life.

• Planning is an organized way to anticipate and shape changes for the  benefit of 
the community of Norwalk.

• To form the legal basis for plan implementation through  the use of zoning
ordinances, subdivision regulations, etc.

• A well planned community is defined place that is attractive, has reasonable 
taxes, adequate public services, and is a good place to live and work.

What is Planning?

• Planning attempts to form a consensus on  
important issues that affect the development of  a
community.

• Successful City Planning: Public action that  
generates a desirable, widespread and sustained  
private market reaction. ‐Alexander Garvin
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5

What is a Comprehensive Plan
& Future Land Use Plan?

• The comprehensive plan, also known as a general plan, master plan or land use  
plan, is a document designed to guide the future actions of a community. It  
presents a vision for the future; with long‐range goals and objectives for all  
activities that affect the local government.” ‐Gary D.Taylor, Iowa State University

• Not a Zoning Ordinance or Subdivision Regulations

• Comprehensive Plan in Iowa Code:

• Zoning and Comprehensive Plan ‐ Chapter 414

• 414.3: “ The [Zoning] regulations shall be made in accordance with a 
comprehensive plan…”

• Iowa Smart Planning – Chapter 18B

Meeting Agenda

• Introductions
• Why Plan?
• History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area
• Current Zoning of the Study Area
• “Why am I here?”
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6

History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area

2013 Comprehensive 
Plan & Future Land Use 

Map Update

History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area

What is Sub Area 2?

General Purpose 
• Sub Area 2 is centered on 50th Avenue and located west of Lake Colchester and south of Iowa 

Highway 5.

• The identified configuration is subject to modification based upon the agreement of the City 
and developer. 

• The area is intended to also function as a mixed use area. 

• Due to the location of this sub area, centered on a critical future transportation corridor in 
Norwalk, it’s conceived to include medium‐sized “big box” stores, offices, townhouses and 
multi‐family dwellings. 

• The land use category for this area is identified as Residential/Commercial Flex. This area will 
accommodate the mixed uses in this area. 
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History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area

2015 North Shore 
Planned 

Unit Development
Ordinance

History of Future Land Use Planning in Norwalk

2016 Land Use Chapter 
& Future Land Use 

Map Update
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8

Meeting Agenda

• Introductions
• Why Plan?
• History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area
• Current Zoning of the Study Area
• “Why am I here?”

Current Zoning

• Shown here is the current 
Zoning Map for the City 
of Norwalk. The Study 
Area was zoned in the 
late 90s to early 2000s.

• The current zoning for the 
Study Area identifies uses 
that are not compatible 
with the identified future 
land use designation in 
the Future Land Use Map.
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9

Meeting Agenda

• Introductions
• Why Plan?
• History of Future Land Use Planning for Study Area
• Current Zoning of the Study Area
• “Why am I here?”

“Why am I here?”

• Our goal is to assist the City in collecting public input on future land use 
and development for the Study Area northwest of Lake Colchester. 

• We need your input tonight and at norwalknwplanning.com

• We will summarize the input from this evening, comments on the website 
and the survey results and report them to the City Council.

• After review the Council will consider appropriate actions to amend the 
Future Land Use Map and Zoning Map.
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10

Tonight’s Meeting Schedule:

• Take 10‐15min to View Maps and Ask Questions

• 15min Presentation

• 15‐30min Workshop for Comments, Edit Maps and Ask 
Questions

Northwest Future Land Use Planning Public Meeting – October 26, 2017
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